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Introduction
Many years ago, in a typical day and before Idea
of this theory comes to my mind, without my
willing and doing any exercise while sitting at home
I found a manner of “being” that was unimaginable
and inexpressible. A kind of “being” and metafeeling that I thought if the all universe was
belongs to me, it was worthless and at the same
time it was a symbol of unity to the all universe.
Long later I found that this kind of “being” is the
same as the illumination or the understanding of
“true existence” or “present”. 1
Although (till the publication of the theory) I
couldn’t experience it again, it was that supra
experience which changed my life and lead my
mind to the way of delivering this theory in 2002.
This booklet may sound simple and thin, but
contain idea and concept that approved and
developed during nine years of studing and doing
research and the thought of the author and also
during several times of changing in life and thought
and beliefs of the author.
Although the primary idea of this theory started
in
2002,
completing
and
removing
the

1. Note: The perception of the present and illumination (or Intuition) is not a reason
for the superiority of a particular person or persons than others; for, this is the
integral part of the principle and nature of real existence and creatures’ unity. Also
it is noteworthy that although the effects of such meta-experience can be seen in
the person's life, it is not possible to transmis and reflect the truth, because Just this
directly perception and meta-feeling is true and valuable, and fantasize about its
nature is misleading and fruitless.
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shortcomings and making sure of the general of it
was done during several years and in 2011.
It is noticeable that the theory is not based on
the results out of religion and theosophy and etc,
but based on some basic concepts of Ontology, and
the discovering of the nature of present that is
according to some theories of philosophy and
physics, and the possible similarities to some
concepts of religions are completely by chance.
I should say that the theory is completing and
those professors who want to cooperate me can
refer to the following address:
www.roauf.com/theorizing/zero-present-theory/
And also another book, after publishing this
book, will be published to explain the theory and to
state life based on the zero present that the
differences between the life based on the present
and our daily life (that is based on latest and
nearest past), is explained.

Roauf Khalil Aqayi

www.roauf.com
2011
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Space and time
in the zero present theory
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Two-dimensional time (Fixed and Relative)
According to new theories2, time can’t be an
independent dimension, but it is the result of space
and mechanical energy and it is meaningful due to
space modifications (include the existence or lack
of material and energy).
If the changes and modifications stop within
smallest particles of the universe (subatomic
particles), the time will be meaningless.
Except the tiny changes of anything that may be
slower, faster or completely different, it is believed
naturally that there are shared changes and
movements in the universe that there is something
called the time as another dimension.
Beyond an analyzing the nature of the time and
at the same time accepting that to explain physical
reality, the movement of the time is fluctuating
according to the its relativity (as the lines in the

2. In the CPH theory: The time has not any kind of physical entity, but it is just a name
or an idiom that is used for the clock rate or move.
There is no beginning or end to the universe, not in terms of time or of place. But
the visible world forms at a moment, like all clocks and collapses or decays after
several ticking. Like the solar system or the stars.
Because our life is based on clocks, and also hours have a beginning, so we think
that the time has only the one direction that is from the past to the future. While
basically the time has not entity and accordingly does not have direction. But if the
purpose of the time is the same move for hours, we can reconstruct their past; in
this case we cannot say that the time has only one direction.
Source: http://www.hupaa.com/page.php?id=149
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Oscilloscope) and the time is based on two
dimensions3 as follows:
1. Linearly there is a fixed time (the first
dimension of the time).
2. Although the relative time is based on the
fixed time, it is increasing or decreasing in
a higher dimension of the fixed time (the
second dimension of the time), and even
it may takes a negative direction.

According to the above diagram, if the first dimension of the
time is illustrated in blue straight line, the green one illustrates
the relative time (the second dimension of the time) and it can
stretch in the direction of the fixed time and in the negative or
positive direction (more or less). And sometimes it is adapted
on the fixed time approximately.

3. Two-dimensional time: One daring physicist Cumrun Vafa from Harvard—has
discovered that an extra time dimension could solve more problems than it creates.
Sources:http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg15621065.000-here-comes-hypertime--want-to-sidestep-yourfuture-or-rearrange-your-past-an-extra-time-dimension-could-be-all-you-need-says-gabrielle-walker-and-it-mighteven-be-the-key-to-the-theory-of-everything.html
http://negareshsevom.com/Essay_MysteriesOfTheWorldDimensions.asp
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The first dimension of the time is known and
based on the timer. The second dimension of the
time can include the positive or negative
fluctuations above and below the line of fixed time.
The second dimension of the time is different
according to the various thoughts, feelings and
conditions and also according to the intensifying
and infirmity of the changes of the space and
creatures.
In other words, the second dimension of the time
is included our understanding of the longer and
shorter of the fixed time, for example you can
perceive an hour as five hours or as five minutes,
and in both cases experiences and perceiving is
included a range of the time.
None of the mentioned dimensions of the time
(fixed and relative) are related the zero present
and they are in the sphere of realities.
Although the zero present may come true within
the fixed and relative time, is not included any area
of them and is not short or long but is an unlimited
eternity.
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The hallucination simulating of the present
There is not true present in our daily fivefold
dimensions4 (three space dimensions and two time
dimensions). What we know as “now”, is the small
collection of the last perceptions of the past and
may include minutes, seconds or some hundredth
seconds of the rightnow. Our ordinary perception
is unable to understand the true present and if it
can understand or analyze as fast as possible, but
what we understand as now refers to latest
moments and this is the latest past that we
misunderstand it as the “present” and we are used
to live in that latest past instead of the present.
Generally it can be said that due to being unable
to understand the true present, what we believe as
“now” and it is the latest past, that we simulate it
in our minds instead of the present.5

4. Spacetime dimensions: In new physical theories, the world is composed of 26
dimensions (in the bosonic string theory), 10 dimensions (in the superstring theory),
and 11 dimensions (in the M-theory).
Sources: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosonic_string_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superstring_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M-theory

5. About perception vacuum of present: Basically, our nervous system reacts
proportional to environmental changes, but percept these changes and reactions
later than their real time. This means that live system always floating in the depth of
environmental changes and is affected from the environmental fluctuations, but an
interruption that is caused by processing these fluctuations, always keeps he/she/it
later from the real time. In simple words, our brain percept images in the physical
world that belonged to ten to hundred milliseconds before the real now. Namely, for
the neurological reasons, we're always behind of the time. ->
 The delay is between the receiving and responsing or reaction in the human
mental system that creat a gap between the past and future. In other words,
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There is a kind of relation between the latest past
(now) and the farther past. There has already been
something or somewhere (belongs to the farther
past) and apparently we go there now or touch it.
This is a kind of relation and interrelation between
the farther past and latest past (now).

existence is in now and present, while the complex system of mind processing is a
little behind of the time due to the information processing and received signals and
therefore, compensate denial of it by creating artificial present in the gap of between
the past and future. In this interruption system select his/her/its desired response
among various options and makes reflected it.
Sources: http://noorportal.net/1/950/7326.aspx
http://www.aftab.ir/articles/religion/philosophy/c7c1228368075_tim_p1.php
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The hallucination of future
The past is represents the previous changes, and
future is our conclusions about the likely more
changes based on the previous changes.
As that “now” is the false of the present moment,
also “future” is simply a mental simulating of a time
range to move on the way of reaching the perfect
that is not real.
As some factors make you hallucinate “Mirage”
as real, according to being and past conditions and
at the same time inaccessibility of them and also
our unlimited thoughts and feelings, we have
considered the hallucination called the “future” as
undeniable reality.
Therefore, future is a mental hallucination based
on the past.
Life is a process not a destination. The best kind
of life that we can have is based on our nature,
talent, interests, ability and needs and we always
develop in this regard, so the future we imagine is
a hallucination.
And also all the signs in the nature world shows
that universe and creatures are developing as a
process not based on the future imaginations. For
example a flower is live without regarding to that
it will fade and also other creatures like the flower…
It is noticeable that the future is presented
simply as hypothetical to understand other
materials in this theory.
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True present
As we know only the present and all about it is
real6 and just a previous second belongs to the past
that is not real any longer and a later second (as
hypothetical) is the future that has not becomes
reality.
If you decrease a second before and after the
present million times you always result that a
millionth second before belongs to the past and
(hypothetically) a millionth second after belongs to
future.
(Hypothetical) Future

Past time

...

A second later

A previous second

...

...

A millionth second later

A millionth previous second

...

It is assumed that the real present is zero and
what we know as the time is based on the past
realities (effects from the present) and likely to
happen something in future (hypothetically) and
the real present cannot be considered as a

6. Only the present is real: In the philosophy of time, presentism is the theory that
only present things exist, and future and past things are unreal.
...
A leading scholar from the modern era on Buddhist philosophy is Stcherbatsky, who
has written extensively on Buddhist presentism: "Everything past is unreal,
everything future is unreal, everything imagined, absent, mental… is unreal…
Ultimately real is only the present moment of physical efficiency [i.e., causation].
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presentism_(philosophy_of_time)
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separate part of the time. So the time we know that
is based on hours and minutes and etc is included
only the past and (hypothetically) the future.
Recognizing that the present is really exist, so we
can conclude that although the time range can
include an effect of the real present, the universe
that we think is the tangible reality of the life and
is based on the time, is untrue according to the
zero present theory, but reflects a manifestation of
the truth7.
The present is not real in the daily fivefold
dimensions, but affects on the reality and at the
same time the physical world realities does not
affects on the present.
Our ordinary life (positive or negative) is full of
signs and effects, and there is no direct experience
of the real present (that is said to be true only).
According to the zero present theory, what we
know as time and space and creation in five
dimensions world is all sign and effect, and in fact
is our simulated perception about true existence.
Also here "being zero" don’t mean a special point
that we suppose it zero, but we mean based likely
on absolute zero.
The “true existence” or “zero present” is not
static and soulless (as a picture), but it gives
meaning to the creation, the universe and the time

7. Note: In this theory, the daily and physical "reality" is known as image and
manifestation of the truths that are appearing in the universe. It is noteworthy that
the way of manifestation of the truth, has direct relationship in coordination with
the creatures and the whole universe and in case of better coordination between
creatures and existence and there will be more possibility of manifestation this truth
in the physical world.
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aspects in the physical world. (A picture shows a
past moment and never shows a present moment.)
It is noticeable that the sign and effect of zero
present moment perception may sound static,
soulless and feelingless but in another dimension it
is meaningful, super consciousness and super
dynamic that is indiscoverable in the physical world
and although its signs and effects appears later,
but due to lack of its physical understanding, it is
misunderstood by “inexistence and timelessness”.
Here it is not meant the experience of
“timelessness” by zero present theory but
emphasize is on the presence and existence in
being zero of the past of physical world.
Although these two are totally confused with
each other in the physical world, the “zero present
and true existence” approach is quite different from
“timelessness (time stops) and inexistence”. The
only way to distinguish them from each other is
that signs and effects of "zero present and true
existence"
appears
with
the
advent
of
unconditional love, creativity, discovery and
intuition (manifestation8 of new things or
manifestation of reality as a new form), and in
fact, "timelessness and inexistence" is at odds with
time, space and creatures in the physical world, if
we assume "timelessness and inexistence" in the
negative direction, we can conclude that the
creation, space and time are in a positive direction

8. Note: Here it is not discussed merely creativity and discovery and intuition, but
something intangible is considered that causes to appear new things or the
manifestation existing things to new way. For example, unconditional love is the result
of "true existence and zero present" that is tip-top of the manifestation of perception
and unity of creatures and is not based on the latest and nearest pasts (and is not
affiliated to special place, time and creatures).
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in the physical world. But as mentioned, "zero
present or true existence” is not really positive or
negative but it is zero.
Some people may think that zero present is
related to the two dimensional time. It is noticeable
that perceiving zero present generally lead to
extent the relative and two dimensional time, but
there is no guarantee that by prolonging the two
dimensional time and increasing the relative time
we could perceive the zero present moment.
Here, when we consider zero present moment as
infinite “time and existence” or may assume it as
the experience of prolonging time, it does not mean
the prolonging of the time in the two dimensional
time, but it has a different meaning, and the
prolonging of the time is meaningless in zero
present, and this analogy is simply used to
compare and explain the concepts in this theory.
But how can we accept the existence of zero
present?
Either a genius or a mad person may speak about
mysterious and complex issues. The mad, leading
his/her thoughts, feelings, believes and practices
based on illusions. However a genius, inspire from
an indistinguishable source although there may be
seen many similarities between he/she and a mad
person physically and can discover, invent and be
creative and create new and different things. it is
of course true that a genius may do research and
ponder about a particular field or science many
years but this is not prerequisite to discover
something unordinary, but we can say that much
study, research and ponder (as a particular
method) has provided an opportunity to true
experience of zero present moment. There is much
evidence that most discoveries and innovative
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ideas are inspired to discoverer or theorist mind
that it is not contain a certain amount of time and
not dependent on specific physical conditions.
We have seen the ideas and creativity from past
to now regardless of time and place range and
current social conditions and also over many
centuries that have not lost their value and not
change by destroying. Such creation, creativity,
discovery, intuition and innovations are affecting of
(more direct) the same zero present moment.
And also by Understanding the “true existence
and zero present” we can observe the manifesting
of unconditional love toward ourselves and other
universe organisms and although we may love
someone or something special every time
conditioned, without experience of the “true
existence and zero present” we cannot perceive the
power and requirement force for making
unconditional love.
It is noteworthy that zero present is not unique
to the within and it is a truth in the global scope,
although (in the physical world), is not include any
specific area or point, and it is absolutely zero.
Both in terms of time and space, zero present is
including zero “time, space and creation”.
Also, we have only a present moment at every
time and place and it is not to say that we
experienced the present moment already and
experience it now again.
If present moment is experiencing now, it is
exactly the same as the previous experience and
we imagine for example that it is the second time
that we have experienced based on the daily
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fivefold dimensions of the world or experience
another thing 9.
Actually zero present is not the time, but it is
independent of the daily five dimensions space–
time and it is the same as what we call "true
existence", "oneness of universe" and etc.

9. Note: To better understand this issue it is better that we leave out the time, place
and entity utterly. In this case, what remains, regardless of the divisions of physical
and dependence on time and space, is the unit present and oneness.
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Emanating the past time from zero present
The power of oneness self awareness, reflect the
main facts and the present (with very little time
delay) like live movie (in direct recording, sending
and broadcasting), to the world and fivedimensional space-time, and makes it simulation.
An ordinary movie shows the (spatial) threedimensional world as two-dimensional and this
power; reflect a world with higher dimensions as
the daily five-dimensional world.
It is emphasized in this theory, that the past does
not become the present, and the present does not
become future. But in fact the present is zero and
(normally) inaccessible and we perceive only its
trace as the past and accordingly, we expect that
the past time extend continuously and we call the
possibility of its continuation as a hypothetical
“Future”.
Therefore the present is not the result of the
past, but the past is result of the present; and what
is the result of past, is not the present but will be
the hypothetical future.
Although it seems that present is the contour of
creation, space and the past time and hypothetical
future, and it is deemed absolutely real, the past
cannot come before the present and also future is
not a certain and real time based on the present.
The past emanates from zero present and the
(hypothetical) future is predictable considering the
past.

21
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The zero present
and true existence
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Real existence, inexistence and reality
While the zero is zero, it is also -∞ and +∞. “Real
existence and inexistence” are not outside of zero
at any case, but according to inherent feature of
zero (means synchronization of zero and infinity),
“real existence and inexistence” (symmetrically)
always incline from zero to infinity or from infinity
to zero.
We may imagine about the time, that
(hypothetical) future is an "inexistence" that needs
to become "real existence" (the past), but when we
are expected for a (hypothetical) future and die
suddenly, means that in fact (hypothetical) future
is not an "inexistence" that could have become
"real existence", because based on the zero
present theory, always “real existence and
inexistence” are symmetrically to each other and
this case may be confused with Hegel's theory10
and imagine that by spending the world lifetime, it
should have increased the possibility of the
increasing world lifetime, symmetric with the past
of world lifetime naturally, while in this theory,
equality of the past and (hypothetical) future is
meaningless.
Therefore something called (hypothetical)
future, is not "inexistence" and is merely a
hallucination. And also all the signs in the nature
world shows that the universe and creatures are
developing as a process not based on the future

10. Hegel's theory: Refers to the philosopher Hegel's theory, which says: “Past and
Future are equal!”
Source: http://www.greenonline.ir/uploads/time.pdf
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imaginations. For example a flower is live without
that it will fade a month later and so other
creatures like the flower…
The time is based on "real existence and
inexistence" and also "real existence and
inexistence" are based on the time. So the time is
the synonym of "real existence and inexistence"
and vice versa.
Past time (latest and nearest)
Inexistence
-∞

...

-5

...

Real existence
-1

+1

...

+5

...

+∞

For example, if we assume the "real existence"
+1, and the "inexistence"
-1, in
such
circumstances, "true existence" is "0". Based on
this theory, if for instance the "real existence" is
+5, symmetrical with the "real existence", the
"inexistence" is -5. The summary is that
"inexistence" does not mean zero, but it is the "lack
of being", and "true existence" is neither "real
existence" or "inexistence", nor needless or needy,
but it is zero which can manifest equally as "real
existence and inexistence" or just be zero.
And the zero is our existential nature and point
of unity and oneness.
While the past time represents "real existence
and creation", it is an inaccessible "inexistence"
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too11. But the "present" while not available
apparently, is always available.

"Real existence and inexistence" are always
integrated into each other in the world and it is
merely a hallucination if we imagine "inexistence"
in (hypothetical) future that become "real
existence" in the past.
In summary we can say that; the past time and
"real existence and inexistence"12 are associated
together and not independent of each other13 and
the present and "true existence" is synonymous.

11. Simultaneously exist of past time in the form of “real existence and inexistence”:
As regards the time, place, creatures and our experiences are based on the latest and
nearest pasts, the past time is "real existence". At the same time as we know and
mentioned previously, the past, if be included even one second or one millionth of a
second ago, is elapsed time and so it is not real and accordingly it is "inexistence".
12. Real existence and inexistence: The purpose of “real existence and inexistence” in
this theory for example is not good and evil (in religions and ethics) or positive and
negative electric charges (in electromagnetism) or matter and antimatter (in
cosmology) or electron and positron (in quantum mechanics) or matter and energy in
front of the vacuum. But all the mentioned cases are discussed in the framework of
"time" and all of them are in the range of "real existence", based on ability to
tangibility and experience and according to belonging to the latest or nearest past, are
known as "inexistence".
13. “Real existence and inexistence” in Hegel's philosophy: The first three foundations
of Hegel's philosophy are “existence, inexistence, becoming”. He starts from the
“existence”. He says “existence” is the first and clearest concept that the mind believes
it and can be a good base to begin the philosophy. But “existence”, in itself, includes
the concept of its opposite means “inexistence”. Each “existence’ in itself is contained
“inexistence”. His/her/its “existence” has not specified in any way and absolutely is
indefinite and formless and is completely empty and literally is pure vacuum. This
pure vacuum is the same as “inexistence”. So “existence” is “inexistence” and
“inexistence” is the same “existence”. This transition from “existence” to
“inexistence” leads to "becoming" and the three foundations will be completed. The
third case itself is violation of another two cases, but it is include aspects of unity and
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True existence
The zero present, the true existence or the God,
is not someone or something special, but this is
only a perception of true being.
As future is a created hallucination in our minds
based on the past, also "infinity being" God is an
imagination in our limitations that is based on
future and is hallucination.
Who or what we call the God maybe is a
hallucination and an imitation of a genuine truth
that we simulate and believe in our minds instead
of the perception of “true existence” and present
moment.

their harmony as well. Thus "becoming" is an “existence” that is “inexistence” or an
“inexistence” that is “existence”.
Source:
http://fa.wikipedia.org/wiki/%DA%AF%D8%A6%D9%88%D8%B1%DA%AF_%D9%88%DB
%8C%D9%84%D9%87%D9%84%D9%85_%D9%81%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%AF%D8%B
1%DB%8C%D8%B4_%D9%87%DA%AF%D9%84
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Oneness and the hallucination of plurality
What we call the human soul is only a part of
human psyche that is dependent on her/his
physical being14. Breadth and ability of this part of
entity can be included much of the man power and
glory, and with the growth and excellence of it, we
can achieve the power of perception that is
extensive and unexplainable. Also other organisms
have the soul or psyche (a different kind). After the
death of human and other creatures, the psyche
that is a part of her/his/its creation also destroys.
The original spirit is only one and unit in the
universe and is the same that any of the creatures
all together common it in the deepest layer of their
existence and the same organisms psyche can be
interface between the creature and the One Spirit.
Our (downright) being is meaningless, promoting
awareness to the one spirit level.
Every human and creature in the direction of
growing her/his/its actual potential, interests and
abilities, can be a medium to manifest the effects
of this one spirit.
When a creature dies, her/his/its body and
psyche come back to the total nature and universe
and there is no independent ego, but what then

14. About the unity of body and soul (or psyche): According to the Spinoza's
philosophy, essence is one and does not exist separation and a boundary between the
body and soul. So soul and body are two aspects of something unit; its inside is the
soul and its appearance is the body. Versus of Descartes’s opinion, the entire world
and its creatures, similarly and with different privileges and eminences are one
combination pair of these two aspects, means that they are soul and body (matter).
The rank of their souls is different, low and high and among the human is higher than
other creatures and also has intensity and weakness among human individuals.
Source: http://philosophers.atspace.com/spinoza.htm
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important is the integrated being of the world.
Meanwhile, the unit spirit remains unchanged.
And therefore each of the creatures shed into the
sea as droplets and fades, and other different
droplets separate from the sea of unit spirit and
nature, both in nature area and “true existence”
and one spirit position, and the analysis and
synthesis of manifestation of “true existence” and
unit spirit is as permanent.
Evolution is a natural process in the world but
even this is only a divine manifestation and
everything may begin as new and different way in
other era.
The mere manifestation is consistent with the
present moment.
We say that authentic realities manifest in three
dimensional space and place. Here is a question, if
the authentic realities in fact are all unit and one,
why can they appear through humans, animals and
various organisms in conflicting ways?
The answer is that genuine realities are
understood indirectly and subtle, first pass through
our intellectual and emotional filters and then
appear as apparent.
Recognizing the truth more directly and more
obviously as much as possible and our emotional
and mental filters have less influence on, we can
see the manifestation of better greatness, wonder
and miracles.
All components of the world are self-conscious
and all of them are inclined to positive infinity and
negative infinity with extremely slow (like a stone)
or extremely high speed (like humans), (they are
evolving).
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Evolution towards negative and positive infinity15
is not specific to a particular component of course,
and encompasses all the components of the world
in a form of integrated and totality unique.
Humans are self-conscious from birth to death
and they can block the path of their talent, abilities
and interests and it also seems that the individual
entity identity is eternal even after the death. But
this is merely an imagination and the manifestation
of the universe and the unit spirit is as during our
being, be self-conscious and targeted, and assume
our being, eternal.
As the "Now" is a series of the latest past
moments that we simulate it due to vacuum and
lack of perception of the present moment and
we've confused it with the truth of present
moment, also the independent self-consciousness
and independent entity solely due to vacuum and
lack of perception of the unit true existence, is
simulated and replaced.

15. Negative and positive infinity: Here, the purpose of positive and negative in the
direction of evolution, are not good and evil from the viewpoint of religion and ethics,
but the concept of positive is the "real existence" and the purpose of negative is the
same as “inexistence or lack of real existence”. And “infinite” refers to unlimited
process of changes and Transformations in their quality.
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Zero Present Theory

Living in the
Zero present moment
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What is the ultimate goal of life?
Normally, we should be targeted to live, but the
life based on zero present, does not have ultimate
goal.
Life is merely a kind of manifestation. "Oneness",
appears in different ways, and as diversity and selfconscious creatures and humans, they destroy and
again there is only "Oneness" and again other
creatures and humans come and go, and this
variable expression of "Oneness" continue in the
universe.
Evolution is a natural process in the world but
even this is only a divine manifestation and
everything may begin as new and different way in
other era.
The mere manifestation is in consistent with the
present moment. Normally, the destruction of real
existence and lack of ultimate goal, may be
accompanied the feeling of emptiness, but by
perception of the true present moment we can
understand
greatness
and
glory
of
this
manifestation of oneness regardless our real
existence (that is our divinity and true existence).
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Zero Present Theory

Experience the time travel
We cannot expect that we are able to go from
the past to (hypothetical) future and come back to
the latest and nearest pasts from, in daily fivefold
dimensions, but meanwhile, it is possible to
percept the various past and (hypothetical) future
times through the zero present.
In other words, exactly the same as we can get
from zero present to the fivefold dimensions, we
can achieve to understand every time in the past
or (hypothetical) future, from the zero present.
(For example, the ability to predict cases in
(hypothetical) future or to discover cases in the
past, through perception of zero present.)
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Reward and punishment
If people like Hitler and etc, have emerged in
society and the world, it is due to ignorance and
weakness of the community that have prevented
the continuing of manifestation, based on “true
existence” and unit spirit. In any case, everything
is associated with each other in the world directly
or indirectly and affects each other. For example,
as an author can take inspiration from thousands
of culture, thought, writer and etc, for writing an
inhuman book and equally another author elicit
from thousands of thought, feeling, ideas and
comments of others to provide a humanitarian
book, the goodness or badness of a person at the
same time is not specific to that person but with
the person, other people and world situations,
directly or indirectly were involved and are
involving in it, (what is now, what in the past). And
for the obscene acts of the person (the opposite of
reward and punishment attitude), all humanity
(not a particular group or community) should be
reprimanded or should be honored for her/his
goodness. (And there is no doubt that this topic
includes me, you and our relatives.)16
In fact, reward and punishment is meaningless
at the present moment and we’re all with our
ignorance that make appear inhuman thoughts and
feelings and with the perception and excellence of
ourselves, lead to manifest humanitarian thoughts
and emotions.

16. Note: A partnership of others (direct or indirect) in the inappropriate or good deeds
of other people, however, does not mean that they reduce their responsibilities to own
actions.
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The lack of responsibility towards evils and
monopoly of goodness is meaningless, in the
present moment.
When we look in our own lives and the world,
with the perception of oneness and the present,
with a view based on our own divinity and true
existence and also we assume responsibility for
defects, ignorance and inappropriate actions of
ourselves and others and yet we appreciating
existing knowledge and perfection and goodness,
the unconditional love to ourselves and others is a
component of cultural fundamental values in the
family and the international community.
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